**QUICKSHIP ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC SCISSOR TABLE**  
EHLT-3672-3-43

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- Scissor Table Model Number is EHLT-3672-2-43
- Platform Width is 36 inches
- Platform Length is 72 inches
- Platform Raised Height is 43 inches
- Platform Lowered Height is 7 inches
- Table Capacity (Evenly Distributed Load) is 3,000 lbs.
- Standard Control is 24V Weather Tight Hand Pendant on 8 foot Cord
- Safety Maintenance Props, Displacement Style Cylinders Installed Rod Down
- Emergency Safety Stop Hydraulic Fuses in All Cylinders
- Units Have 2' Test Lead and Pig Tail

**SPECIAL FEATURES:**
- None

**PLEASE CIRCLE SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **POWER**
  - 115/208/230/460V
  - A.C.
  - Hand
- **BATTERY CHRG.**
  - Remote
  - On Board
- **INDICATOR**
  - Yes
  - No
- **UNIT LOCATION**
  - Internal
  - External

**Deck tolerances +/- 1/2''**
**Table height tolerances +/- 1/2''**
**Deck Flatness +/- 1/4''**

---
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